
Presenter 7 is a powerful tool for 
creating e-Learning courses with 
video narrations in PowerPoint
 
Read More

iSpring Presenter 7 - Early Adopter’s Project 

What can I do with iSpring Presenter 7?
These resources developed by colleagues at Edge Hill University using iSpring demonstrates 
the potential for enhancing content for face-to-face, blended & online cohorts:

Presentation: 
The changing role of the librarian
eshare.edgehill.ac.uk/4910/1/index.html

An example of an in session resource 
(presentation) designed to be delivered face-to-
face and published online for post session review. 
This resource has a simple linear design with an 
outline navigation menu and embedded video.

Presentation: 
Rapid Roundup Week 6 – Learning Theory
eshare.edgehill.ac.uk/4902/1/index.html

An example of a post session resource designed 
to be accessed online by a face-to-face cohort. 
This resource has a simple linear design with 
outline navigation menu, embedded video and 
audio narration.

Presentation: 
Introduction to Literature Searching
eshare.edgehill.ac.uk/4496/1/index.html

An example of a pre session resource designed to 
be accessed online by an online cohort to allow 
them to familiarise themselves with key concepts 
prior to attending an online webinar (designed 
with the flipped classroom model in mind). This 
resource has more complex presentation with 
branching navigation, embedded videos, audio 
narration and web object activities, which all 
prompt learners to interact with the resource.

Call for Early Adopters 
Do you want to create great looking online content to  
enhance your students’ experience within Learning Edge?  
 
Are you willing to try something new?

Email us to get involved

Email us to get involved

Learning Technology Development are looking for colleagues to trial iSpring Presenter 7 software to rapidly 
create interactive and attractive multimedia content which can be viewed online and on mobile devices.

If you sign up for this early adopter project you will get:

• Access to a software license* - enabling you to easily create rich-media and mobile friendly 
learning materials using Powerpoint

• An online webinar - to demonstrate the potential of the software & showcase exemplars
• 1-2-1 and/or bespoke consultation sessions with a Learning Technologist - to help you get 

started building great content, uploading to eShare & embedding in Learning Edge
• Resource guides - with technical tips, tricks and FAQs

* Due to a limit in the number of available licenses we cannot guarantee access via your personal workstations but we will aim to install 
the software in the most convenient location for all involved in the project. Details will be determined once the confirmed number of 
interested users is known w/c 2nd June.

In return you will be asked to:

• Provide feedback - on the product, support and resources available
• Share your/& your students’ experience with colleagues – explaining what you have  

developed, what impact your enhanced content has had and what response you have  
had from your students*

*Suggested forms of experience exchange and dissemination include: presentations at Faculty TEL Steering Groups, written articles for 
internal newsletters, case study or interview pieces published on the Learning Edge Blog in the Best of TEL series.

How to get involved:
Email: ltdsupport@edgehill.ac.uk and provide the following details in the body of your message:

• Name
• Your Ideas & plans for using the software
• Department
• Faculty / Area 
• Your preferred location for the software
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